
For immediate release:

Author's new book receives a warm literary welcome.

Readers' Favorite announces the review of the Fiction - Fantasy - Epic book "Sentinals
Across Time" by Helen Garraway, currently available at
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/173993444X.

Readers' Favorite is one of the largest book review and award contest sites on the
Internet. They have earned the respect of renowned publishers like Random House,
Simon & Schuster, and Harper Collins, and have received the "Best Websites for
Authors" and "Honoring Excellence" awards from the Association of Independent
Authors. They are also fully accredited by the BBB (A+ rating), which is a rarity among
Book Review and Book Award Contest companies.

"Reviewed By K.C. Finn for Readers' Favorite

Sentinals Across Time is a work of fiction penned by author Helen Garraway in the
epic fantasy, action, and adventure subgenres, and it forms the fourth novel in the

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/173993444X


Sentinal Series. The work is best suited to the general adult reading audience. We find
ourselves immersed in the vibrant, ancient world of Remargaren, a realm saturated
with magic and filled with high-fantasy adventures. Jerrol, torn between duty and
family, becomes stranded across land and time due to a conspiracy involving Lady
Leyandrii and the Oath, threatening the Birtolian Empire. As he navigates the
unfamiliar landscapes and cultures, Jerrol is faced with the challenge of preventing the
impending devastation of the gentle Birtolian people.

Author Helen Garraway has crafted a captivating fantasy experience, immersing me in
a richly detailed world filled with intricate characters and a finely woven tapestry of
magic and lore. Garraway's storytelling is tender and emotive in all the right places,
allowing the reader to empathize with Jerrol's predicament and root for the
preservation of the Birtolian Empire. I was impressed by the different angles of
culture, lore, politics, and social structures, which allowed Jerrol to tackle themes like
duty, sacrifice, and the consequences of wielding magic, creating a compelling and
immersive read. The pacing was also well crafted to intersperse these explorations
with lots of actions and interesting twists, which leaves plenty of space for these
poignant moments to shine but keeps us captivated for the next big action shift.
Overall, for an intricate and imaginative novel that keeps the reader engaged from
start to finish, I would highly recommend Sentinals Across Time and the series in
general to fantasy readers everywhere."

You can learn more about Helen Garraway and "Sentinals Across Time" at
https://readersfavorite.com/book-review/sentinals-across-time where you can read
reviews and the author’s biography, as well as connect with the author directly or
through their website and social media pages.
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